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System to sell insurance at the point of sales 
 

The system is structured in 2 parts, the frontend for the dealer and the backend for the company 
they supplies the insurance to the dealer. All executed in AJAX-Technologie, run in standard-browser 
without a plugin. 

There are 3 possibilities to input insurance data for the dealer: 

 Manually by the frontend 
 By URL-Parameter with a third party software (ERP-SYSTEM, SHOP…..) 
 By SOAP Interface with a third party software (ERP-SYSTEM, SHOP…..) 

 
The software has 2 interfaces to bind other software like ERP and Shops to the system. This allows 
dealers sell insurance contracts direct from the business-software they use. 
 

 
 
The main-menu of the frontend for dealers 
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The following items are included in the dealer software: 
 

 AJAX Forms, run in all standard browsers 
 Contract administration 
 Accounting 
 Product groups for different types of insurance (they are recorded in the backend) 
 SEPA-Ready 
 Preview to follow-up commission 
 Damage management to report damages and for damage administration 
 Exchange contracts 
 Return contracts 
 Statistics about that what other dealers turnover 
 Webservice with SOAP-Interface 
 URL-Parameter-Interface 
 Excel-Export 

 

 

 

The input mask to manually capture a contract 
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The accounting system for the dealer 

This includes many filters and possibilities for the cash flow 

 

The goal for the dealer: 

 

 Easy to use 
 Easy to integrate in the business work flow 
 Bind customers to the dealer with a perfect service 
 Additional business segment 
 Subsequent financial 
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The backend is for the company they sell insurance to dealers 
 

The backend are executed as desktop-system in the browser. 

 

 

The software includes the following possibilities: 

 User right management for access different programs in the system 
 The accounting system to the dealer 
 The accounting system to the insurance company 
 Dealer administration  
 Support-System for easy support dealer problems 
 Damage administration and settlement 
 CRM-System for damage flow 
 Preview to follow-up commission 
 Statistics 
 Excel-Exports 
 Mail templates for automated mail sending 
 Product groups administration for different types of insurance with different conditions 
 Condition administration to give each dealer separated conditions 
 Online statistics 
 Downloadmanagement to integrate downloads to the dealers software 
 Contract administration 
 Address administration 
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Dealer administration and support system 

 

The accounting system to the dealer 
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Damage administration and settlement with a lot of attachements and pictures about the damage  

 

Damage report from the dealer 
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Product group administration 

 

 

The goal for the insurer and the company they sell the insurance to dealers: 

 

 Easy to use, low learning curve for dealers 
 Complete control from the backend 
 Simple settlement, no introduction of complicated processes required by the insurer 
 Automated management 
 Easy integration into the processes of the insurer 
 Positioning as an innovative insurer 
 New product without large capital expenditure 
 One Database for all 
 Tested in practice 


